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Part 2 - Stuff for the Citadel
−

So, we met nevertheless. — there was a sneer in the voice. — Lady Grimr... Grimu...
pah!

−

Please, don't bother reading my current documents. Just call me by my real name. Reda.

Reda spoke in quite an easy manner. Like there weren't two thugs behind an armchair which
she was sitting in and no blinding light, which was concealing her interrogators. Like she hadn’t
been brought here with a sack on her head, right after she was grabbed while leaving the hotel.
Indeed, Reda had some real selfcontrol. Which was no wonder, considering her profession.

Determination, toughness and ability to master one's fear often associated with profession of a
guardian or a lawyer. Or an artifact hunter, who goes into forsaken parts of the great cities or
even back of beyond, where one can meet all kinds of dangerous animals and evenly
dangerous freaks. In other words, those personal qualities are important for those who face a
clear and immediate danger.
However, not many people realize, that those qualities are vital for people, who face danger
which is not clear and immediate. For those who never know when their employers going to
doublecross them or when a trap, which they are going into to do their job, will close. There are
indeed some artifact hunters, who get theirs not in far and abandoned places, but in populated
and rich city districts. And their job is no less dangerous.
In fact this kind of hunt had some additional problems. The main being the owners of the
artifacts (and other values) who didn't forget about their former property. Who as opposed to
wild freaks had a lot of resources to organize its return. And if their efforts fail, these resources
were often used to make various kind of discomfort for successful hunter. In other words, if you
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steal something from someone, you should remain as far as possible from this someone's
place.
Reda knew that. However, as “huntress” with quite impressive record she had people angered
at her in most of the cities. So once in a while she had to return to “defiled” territory to do her
job. It was just a question of time, when her illwishers would catch up. She understood this
now, sitting in the uncomfortable chair, pretty clearly. Of course earlier, she was quite confident
that she would always get away.
However, she saw a chance to land on her feet even now. She wasn't done in on the spot,
which meant that her captors needed something from her. If they needed something, they had
to try making a deal. And at the time they'll bargain... there will be time to figure something out.
Thus Reda decided to play bold and show confidence. In spite of the fact that all her insides
were now cold as ice.
−

Well... Reda. — a voice behind the light continued after a brief pause. — I think, you
surmised, why you are here.

−

I did. — answered Reda, kneading her hand, swollen after the trip from hotel. — But
could you tell the reason yourself? Just to avoid any misunderstanding. I can guess
many things...

−

What do you think of yourself?! Do you realize whom you messing with?!! You, bi... Aw!
— another voice, completely different, expressively impertinent and self confident,
abruptly stopped.

−

Don't forget yourself... colleague. — that was first voice again. — Even as a
representative of the Syndicate, you are only a messenger, not one from the top. And I
am the independent party with many capabilities and a lot of resources. Party which was
promised full Syndicate's cooperation.

−

Are you nuts?! — this time impertinent one was whispering, however Reda was making
out his words with ease. — Talk all this in front of her. What if...

Impertinent one stopped again. Evidently first one made some sign. Then he talked to Reda
again.
−

Let's put cards on the table, Reda. This will spare our time and allow us to avoid, as you
have correctly put it, misunderstandings. About two months ago you have stolen
something from the city keep. And only afterwards you have learned that this item was a
Syndicate's property. Nevertheless, as you probably have surmised, Syndicate doesn't
care about your insufficient awareness or that you had already given the item to other
people. The Syndicate cares only about the fact of heist itself. Initially you were
supposed to become an illustration for a lesson “Why you shouldn't mess with
Syndicate”. But, as you probably have surmised, plans have been changed.

Reda was simply nodding in response to man's behind the light monologue. Indeed, she had
already surmised just all that. The only thing, she was wondering at, why her face and both
hands were still intact. In the Syndicate it was common to “soften” people before interrogation.
Apparently, this man indeed had “full Syndicate's cooperation”.
−

You see, I'm in artifact business myself. And from time to time I send people to hmm...
acquire specific items. Well, some time ago I had a trouble with one of my operations. A
man, who has been dispatched to Arium, disappeared. He hadn't return in time, and
didn't make any contact by any arranged means.

People, who had been sent after him, were unable to find him or learn his location. There were
some hints that he was in contact with the Gambling Guild not long before his disappearance.
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But the team was unable to learn anything, at least without resorting to drastic measures. And
they didn't venture to impose these measures on the Guild.
When Reda heared that, she raise her brows in amazement. As she knew, the Syndicate, was
essentially an association of various commercial enterprises, whose activity was not always
inside the boundaries of official laws. There were many people (including legalists of course)
who considered it not to differ from The Old World organized crime. For other people (like Reda)
Syndicate was something like counterbalance for official government, should it use its power too
impudently. And knowing the Syndicate's hierarchy, Reda was sure that Gambling Guild was
nothing that the Syndicate's team would not venture to press.
Reda was looking aside from blinding light, but expression on her face didn't escape the man's
attention.
 You do understand, that it's Arium we are talking about. Relations between organizations there
are... uncommon.
Now Reda got it. Arium! The city, surrounded by myths and superstitions, located in several
weeks journey from all major settlements. And, according to the rumors, in the center of this city
rises the Citadel – construction, build with technology surpassing anything that exist now.
According to some rumors, surpassing even all that was in the Old World. So that's what
artifacts was all about!
−

Now listen to me, Reda. The thing you need to do there...

Several weeks later...
It was the second day, during which Reda was curiously looking at the clouds on the horizon.
She had heard that the Citadel was seen from everywhere in Arium, but from here she saw only
clouds. Of course caravan haven't arrived to the city yet. However, it was less than in a day's
journey from its destination. At least that's what she was told by the caravaners.
After several weeks Reda was nearly howling out of boredom. Even more, she was happy to
help caravaners with various tasks. Look after grazing mules, help to push a carriage, hold
some instruments – now she readily agreed to do all these things. Although it was quite a shock
for her, when she was asked to do such stuff for the first time and in rather casual manner. The
Syndicate and her “benefactor” didn't stint and bought for her not just place in the caravan, but
whole wagon with all conveniences. There was even a service stuff “included” — two handsome
and obliging, though somewhat reserved, lads. But it turned out that in the caravan all were
equal – ordinary drovers, guards and even luxclass wagon passengers.
Actually there were a lot of things in caravan, which she wouldn't imagine fitting together.
Carriages, for example, weren't some rural carts. They had many metal wheels and other,
sometimes rather complex, parts. These parts might well have been found in some ancient
storage or maybe even taken right from Old World cars found by some hunters. In fact, couple
of carriages, including her wagon, were these cars. Reda was at loss about how these cars
remained intact after centuries after the Catastrophe, but it wouldn't change the fact that she
was traveling the way, her ancestors did. Except that the car was pulled by a team of mules.
Even if the engine survived the test of time, it was removed from the vehicle – to use simple
animals, who were feeding on the grass, was more efficient and practical than to operate
complex electromotor.
Lapsed into these thoughts, sitting on comfy mat, placed on carriage roof to make fine
observation place. Reda saw It. Caravan was right at the hipoint, from which the city spread in
full view. A layer of clouds was above it like a whipped cream on a giant cake. Only if one was
looking hard one could see that the clouds didn't actually lie on a city but were floating at some
height above, making a barely seen gap. And in the only place a gray mass of the city was
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touching, blending with the cloud swirls – right in the center of this amazing picture.
That's how the Citadel showed itself to most people, who undertook for various reasons a
journey to the legendary city. And now Reda, like many others before her, felt like touching the
legend itself. Meanwhile, the Citadel drew closer with each turn of the wheel, transforming from
a bridge between the earth and the sky into a giant column piercing the clouds...
The caravan, indeed, arrived to the city the same day. Though it was very late in the evening,
when nightly darkness fell. Reda decided to end caravan traditions as soon as possible, so she
called her lads and gave them orders about her luggage. Accompanied with substantial tip, of
course.
Thus the luggage without any delay was brought at the hotel, where “Lady Reda Green” rented
a room. Lodging procedure itself was also quick, though the price turned out to be enormous.
However, this sum was negligible comparing with allowances from Reda's employers. Thus, she
decided running across legendary city searching for better price to be unnecessary and paid for
a week in advance. At last, when all formalities were finished, Reda went out on the street with
a feeling of newfound freedom.
It was completely dark now. The city turned on its night lights, but illumination still was scarce.
Decent lighting around the place was only at the hotel entrance and around few multistories
(judging by the window lights, only lower storeys were moved into). The rest of the street was
covered in a gray semidarkness. At some distance, however, there was a blinking of colorful
neon lights, probably owned by Gambling Guild.

Naturally, Reda didn't go there. As a rule, she never went into the fire without looking around. In
addition to that, she didn't want to bust a gut in the first place. You never know how it ends with
the Syndicate. They promised to forgive and pay, but will they keep their promise? Or they'll spit
upon it and make her an “illustration” all the same? She was in the legendary city under a cover
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as a tourist. And why the heck she couldn't act like one for a day or two. Syndicate's agent
disappeared a long time ago, so few days wouldn't change a thing.
Reda went direction opposite of the blinking lights, occasionally looking around for something
worth interest. She noticed such thing at the second street intersection. In fact it was more like
the whole traffic junction. Several streets joined here forming a large square. Several meters
above it there was something like a big metal rail. Its ends disappeared in the dark, so Reda
didn't know if this unusual track remained intact, but the middle of it was illuminated by building
below the rail, which stood almost in the center of the square. Curious, Reda came closer.
Judging by flashing letters above the entrance door, it led to a bar called “Substation”. Just
entering the door, Reda got it  “sub” means under, so “substation” means “under the station”.
So indeed, the rail was some ancient truck and a long time ago above the bar was a station.
However, this interesting pun was a title for a quite an ordinary bar, which was no different from
most bars, Reda saw in other cities. Except customers here were not in abundance. While
evening was always the best time for hanging in the bars, there were no more than dozen
people here.
Reda leisurely went across the hall and stopped at a bar stand. The barman, who looked about
fourty, was rummaging some stuff. He raised his eyes and looked at a new customer, probably
expecting some order. But he didn't try to offer anything by himself and, seeing no request,
returned to his business.
−

Wanna something to drink? — asked a guy, sitting next to her.

Reda just shrugged her shoulder indefinitely, but set down at the stand nevertheless.
−

Some beer? — Reda shook her head intensely. She never drank beer in unfamiliar
places. Or at least tried, after in one town she learned that locals learned the trick to
make their beer out of some bugs. Of course this case was an extremity, which could
happen only on the back of beyond, but still, beer in different cities was made differently,
according to available ingredients and technology. So Reda didn't even want to touch the
stuff, not knowing what the beer means in this exact place and what it is made of.

−

Or maybe you'd like the “Legend”? — asked a guy then. And, misunderstanding her
reaction, added. — This is a cocktail. Without any alcohol.

−

A “Legend?” How interesting. And what it's made of? — asked Reda in return. She was a
curious tourist, right?

−

Aaa... What it's made of? — the guy readdressed question to the barman.

−

There is a juice of pretty much all local berries. Plus some ingredients. — he answered
still continuing to do his stuff. — All are trade secret.

−

Hmm... Can you tell at least, if there is no mold or... insects among them?...

The guy burst out laughthing: “Of course not!”.
−

You know, I saw all sorts in my travels.

−

Aha! I knew that you're not from around here. — the guy smiled to her. — Did you came
with the last caravan? No, we don't have such exotic things. We have one main attraction
and it is enough. See the Citadel?

The guy waved a hand at the window. Reda was going to take him down a peg, so he wouldn't
end up with such dumb jokes. How she could see the Citadel in this pitch black? But the
moment she glanced at the window, she froze in amazement.
She indeed could see the Citadel. Its silhouette was clear on the background of dark sky without
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any stars. At first she thought that it was light from the city, but all its lights were not enough to
make clear a thing that huge. While she was enchanted by the sight, the guy was telling her all
things about the Citadel. She wasn't paying much attention to him, all the more she knew most
of what he was telling. Still, she didn't missed the point, when barman put a glass of the
“Legend” in front of her and drank the cocktail, not without delight.
−

By the way, my name is Nick. If you'd like, I can take you right under the walls of the
Citadel. Or lead you to places with the most spectacular view.

For a few seconds several of Reda's desires fought, but in the end she decided.
−

With pleasure. — replied she with a smile. — But I think, I better have a good rest before
that. Wanna accompany me to the hotel? It's pitch black outside, for all that glowing
Citadel.

Apparently, a such fast development was a surprise for Nick. However, he quickly came to his
senses and told her, that of course he would. And, after waving his hand as good bye to the
barman, he went to the hotel with Reda.
They did chat about all kind of things along the way. But only once a topic was related to the
Citadel. It was when Nick tried to show off and told Reda that with him she was safe even from
the messengers of the Blackwinged.
−

But I thought that the Unnamed take only ones, who want to go to the Citadel, aren't
they?

−

Well, it's not that simple... — Nick mumbled something, apparently regretting about his
mouth being ahead of thought. Reda noted that, but haven't tried to pull anything else
from him. Before going to Arium she was briefed about main points which differ legends
from truth.

After they reached the hotel, they entered there together. And Nick, while continuing to tell Reda
various interesting details about the city, somehow imperceptibly started to see her off to her
room. It was situated on the third floor, but right next to the ladder. As Reda unlocked the door,
she turned to her companion: “As you are already here, wanna to come in?”
This time there was almost none awkward pause and Nick almost freely and easily pushed the
door and entered the blackness of the unlit room. Meanwhile, Reda was trying to fumble the
switch (considering the hotel's prices, central electricity was an appropriate luxury). And when
she turned the light on, she heard a stroke. As she turned, she saw Nick sitting on the floor and
a man in an unionalls and respirator, who was rising above him. There was also a second man
in the same outfit standing practically next to Reda. In his hands he held a gun, pointing right to
her head.
−

Not a twitch. Just do, what we tell you. — said a man with a gun and, having grabbed her
hand, pulled her to the other end of the room and put into an armchair. After that he
nodded to his partner and the latter took a rope, apparently prepared for specific
purpose.

Reda feverishly tried to think out what to do. Nick was apparently OK – he was conscious, and,
more importantly, stayed calm and didn't panic as many others could in his place. But
considering how fast he found himself on the floor it wouldn't be wise to count on him. She also
discarded attack option – she hadn't been trained in martial arts like some Minister of the
Ancient. Of course she could still pull some tricks out of her sleeves, and her high boots, and
some other parts of her clothes. But even with them she could take down only one of the
“workers” for sure. The other one had a gun and was far enough to have time to use it.
That's why Reda decided not to risk and allowed to tie her up. After that the “worker” with a gun
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came to her and, playing with a gun in his hand, began interrogation.
−

Now, tell us everything. Who sent you? What is your mission? Where are you... ah,
doesn't matter. — he was talking with a calm voice, without traditional threatening tones.
Reda decided that he is either professional, applying some unusual tactics, or just a tyro
(at interrogation at least). — Main question is who you are working for. Tell or...

Reda wasn't telling anything. She attentively studied the “workers”. Obviously, they were some
hirelings, who were hired to shake out information from her. But to do that one had to know
about her arrival in the first place. She had to find out – how. However, she hadn't any better
ideas, than to stall the time. And then the stars, flared up from a punch, told her, that her time
was running out.
−

So, you don't want to make it the easy way? — it was the “worker” with the gun. He
definitely was “the first one” in this duo. The other, “second one” was just doing what he
was ordered to. Earlier he tied her up, and now it was he, who hit her, when “the first”
made a sign.

When “the first” made another sign, “the second” took something from his pocket. The thing
turned out to be a folding knife. He took it so close to Reda, that she could see the blade in all
details.
−

Pretty face, I must say. — The first grabbed her chin and turned her head, like making
sure of what he said. — I bet it's quite dear to you. If you don't talk, I'll take it from you.
Not at once, of course. Piece by piece...

−

Wwhat do you want? — it was time to change tactics.

−

As I said. Who sent you? — the second one was still holding knife at her cheek.
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−

It was... were people. From a company... They...

Someone knocked. Both hirelings looked at each other. Someone knocked again. The first bent
so he could whisper in Reda's ear: “Ask, who is it. What do they want? And no funny business.”
−

Who's there?

−

Room service. — the voice felt somewhat familiar. — You ordered a supper, right?

Hirelings looked at each other again. Then for some reason looked at Nick.
−

Tell them, that you've changed your mind. — whispered to her “number one”.

−

You know, I'm already in bed. So I will not sup.

−

Are you sure? You ordered quite a lot and much of food is perishable. And expensive. It
would be a loss. Remember, we'll take no refunds.

−

Damn! — it was “number two”. — If he wouldn't go away, I'll just shoot him.

−

Please. Tell Nick to take the order. — Reda whispered to them in a rush, pretending that
she was scared for the service guy. — Nick is the guy who came with me.

Room service knocked again. The second hireling put away the knife and took a gun from his
unionalls. The first one was becoming suspicious. He hesitated.
−

So. What do you say? — it was “room service” voice again accompanied by a knock.
Second hireling was already raising, but first one stopped him.

−

Take that one. — He nodded to Nick. — Bring him to the door and let him open it. He will
take the meal. If anything happens, you know what to do.

Second hireling grinned, nodded and went to Nick. He stood up immediately after a gun was
waved in front of him. Complying with silent orders, he walked to the door. The first hireling sat
near Reda and poked a gun under her ribs: “Talk!”
−

Oh, well. You brought me. If you insist. But I don't want to get up. Let my boyfriend take
the meal. — Nick even stumbled at these words. Hireling, who was accompanying him,
went aside to take position behind the door to stay out of sight, when it opens. — Just
don't charge him. I'll pay myself later.

The last phrase she was finishing the same moment Nick was pulling the handle. The eyes of
the first hirelings widened. For Reda it seemed like behind those widen pupils she could see
running thoughts, not so rusty gears spinning inside henchman brain. There was even a
moment when she was ready to damn her sentimentality. Those remains of sentimentality,
which made her wish Nick to survive for sure. It was the moment when she saw a sort of
conjecture in hireling's eyes. But it was too late for him.
Unlocked, door opened wide because of a powerful kick. The hireling, who was behind it rolled
over the heels towards Reda and his partner. Nick got on the floor again, this time even without
a help – he just stepped back, stumbled and measured his length on the carpet. The first
hireling jumped up, taking gun to the Reda's head. Probably he wanted to shot her in the head,
so she would be dead for sure. Or maybe he was going to make her a hostage and make some
demands. Anyway, he wasn't able to accomplish anything – a throwing knife flew from a
doorway and stick right into his forehead.
Second hireling, while not recovered, began to shoot. But he missed — two lads who were
standing in a doorway hid momentarily. And after that, he did rather strange thing – he tried to
run away. Well, running away wasn't that strange, considering how the fight was going. Strange
was a choice to run through a window of the third floor. Anyways, escape attempt was
unsuccessful. Two knifes whizzed in the air simultaneously and thrust between runaway's
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shoulders. He made his last desperate dash and fell, striking his jaw against the windowsill with
a big bang. In a few moments he joined his partner.
Then two lads standing in a doorway, whom Reda knew as her service stuff and who now
turned out to be her security stuff as well, entered the room. One went to check Nick, another
came to Reda and cut her restrains.
−

I should have figured this from start. — said Reda while kneading her hands. —
Syndicate has clout everywhere. And they would never pay for service stuff in the
caravan just for my comfort.

−

We had our orders to watch you, lady. And in case of danger for you – intervene. But
only after... I mean only if you were in danger.

−

Just don't. Slips of tongue don't suit you. — Reda became gloomy. — So, Syndicate
knew what awaits me.

One of lads was going to say something, but Reda seemed to lost interest in the conversation.
She bent and picked up a hireling's knife from the floor. Twirled it in her hands. Then looked at
Nick, who was rubbing bruised back of his head. Well, some fighter and defender he was. But
had some nerve. Probably his life was hanging on a hair like her own. Usually guys in such
situations (and Reda had been in such situations accompanied by guys) give in to panic and out
of fear become a jelly. Or even worse – stupid crying kids, who eager to jump any hoops to
save their own skin. And here an ordinary guy from a bar managed to keep his head. Reda just
couldn't believe that.
Nick hadn't even realized what's happening. One tug at his collar, and he was in the same chair,
Reda had been sitting a few minutes ago. She didn't even need to tell her “guards” what to do.
Like they had read her thoughts, they stood at both sides of an armchair instantly.
−

Listen to me, Nick. — Reda's voice was rather gloomy and she played with the very knife
her interrogators used. — I'm tired and I don't have any time to play charades and make
some preludes. So now you just simply tell me what's going on.

−

I... I don't understand. I know nothing of this. — babbled Nick. — We have just met at the
bar! Do you remember.

−

Yes, I remember. I remember, how much you were talking about the Citadel. Asked me
about what I know of it. And your “opener” also was about the Citadel. Do you really think
that before being sent here I hadn't been told how bookmakers process newcomers?

−

Ok, I'm a bookmaker. Indeed, I was interested in you just like that at first. But it was
before I got to know you. Then it became different thing. I...

−

I said, I don't have time for this. — Reda's highboot stuck at the armchair edge. — You
haven't even tried to do anything in spite of those two thugs were not even watching you.
Why? And why 
they
were not watching you? Why they were so sure that you wouldn't do
anything? Definitely not because they were able to put fear into you heart. Because they
weren't. You were not afraid of them in the least.

Reda bent over Nick: “So, do you want to make it the easy way? Because, you know, I can take
things dear to you, too. Piece by piece. Only it will not be the face, I start with.” Knife plunged
into chair few millimeters from Nick pants.
So, Nick preferred the easy way. He told Reda, that he and two corpsestobe had a mission
from Gambling Guild – pull all information from a girl, who arrived with the last caravan. Learn
who hired her and what ordered her to do. Nick's part was to follow Reda and make sure she
wouldn't suddenly disappear or appear in a wrong place and time. If an opportunity would
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present itself, Nick was instructed to “make friends” and try to fish out all info.
Of course Nick's bosses were not really expecting “fishing out” to work, so the other two had to
infiltrate the hotel (posing as workers or something like that) and make an ambush in her room.
In case Nick would be with her he was instructed to play along as some stranger. And signal to
interrogators if something was off.
−

Aha. Like when someone knocks at the door and tells about the order I didn't make, as
you know for sure. — added Reda. — So why haven't you “signal”?

−

Reda. I was never happy with my task like that. I had to obey the orders... And when I
got to know you I just couldn't do that. Couldn't see you being harmed. I...

−

Oh! — Reda rolled eyes up — Ok, skip it. Now tell me, why they were so interested in me
and... my mission in the first place.

−

I was just following orders. I don't know any...

−

Nick! — all those “getting to know you” stuff put Reda out of balance and her voice wasn't
threatening in the least. However, glimmer in her eyes and a knife, which was still in her
hand, turned out to be enough.

−

OK! OK. I don't know, but... I've heard some... things.

And then Nick looked around. Especially thoroughly he was examined window. In fact he stared
there like was expecting to see someone behind it, hanging in the air and eavesdropping. Then
he collected his thoughts and continued.
−

Some time ago... Few months maybe. There was a man in the city, who was interested
in items from Citadel. Well, actually it was more like a rumor that he was interested, but
higherups in the Gaming Guild became weary.

−

Why?

−

It is that... Well, somepeople say that some higherups of the Guild have such things.

−

Aha. So it's possible to get out from the Citadel. All this “no one who entered it never
returned” is just another crap.

−

No. — Nick's voice was unusually stern. — Noone leaves the Citadel.

−

And how people get artifacts from there?

−

Messengers of the Blackwinged bring them. The Unnamed. — judging by Reda's face,
she was not convinced in the least. — I told you, that all that are rumors that I have
heard. I've heard that there are people it the City who are well... “connected” to the
Citadel. They do some job for the Blackwinged. Or whoever is in charge there. And of
course there is a rumor that they got something in return. I mean, why they wouldn't with
such breakneck life.

−

Breakneck, huh. If they serve the Citadel, they don't have to worry being taken there.
And if they can get something valuable from there... I think their life is more like a bliss.

−

But that's the whole point. There are people out there who lost their loved ones, people
who want to go to the Citadel or want something from it. Damn, there are even people
who blame Citadel for all bad things. If any of them find a person with contact there, they
would flay them alive to get what they want.

−

I suppose, you right. — agreed Reda after some thought.

−

It is said that in earlier days people, who were in cahoots with the Unnamed, were
indentified mainly by finding such devices. So now they became more cautious. Either
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don't use them or hid them very well.
−

Ok. I got it all. But why Gambling Guild exactly?

−

And why not? — smiled Nick ironically. — Guild always wins. How? It cheats. And how
can you cheat with sweepstakes in Citadel's Contests if you have no contacts inside?
With the Unnamed of course. All people follow this logic chain. And come to conclusion
that it's Gambling Guild, where most people connected to the Citadel are.

−

And are they right?

Nick looked her in the eye, continuing to grin: “What do you think I'll answer to you?”
−

He is right. — thought Reda. — He will say that he knows nothing either way. He also
can say that he suspects something, but I wouldn't know if all this is true or wild guess,
which also can be true... or not. The only way, he would know for sure, only if he was one
of the connected. But in that case I would have to press him hard to pull this out of him.
And if I pull there will be no guarantee that he wouldn't make up everything... Damn, I'm
so tired!

Reda came up to her still mostly unpacked luggage, rummaged it and got a flask. Poured some
liquid into the glass and gave it to Nick.
−

Ok. Drink this. — she smiled. — It'll help you to feel better. You behaved well and
deserved it.

Nick took a glass cautiously, sniffed suspiciously. Then decided that it would make no sense to
kill him this way and drank it in one gulp. In less than a minute he was sleeping.
−

He will sleep a few hours. — explained Reda to Syndicate's mercenaries. — I also would
like to have a nap. And since Syndicate was ordered you to watch over me, you will
guard the room as I sleep. If anything happens – wake me up, if not – wait until I'll wake
by myself. Then we will figure out what to do. — Reda yawned. — But before I go, we
have to sum up all what happened. And also to clear a few things. What's your mission
exactly?

Lads were silent, shifting from one foot to another and looking sideways.
−

No! This wouldn't go. I am going to trust you my own life after all. I have to be sure about
you on it!

−

We told you...

−

I know what you told me. And that shady type with the Syndicate told me various things.
Told, that I would come to this city unnoticed. That I will just gather information about
their agent, who came here earlier. There was nothing about danger. Even more, they
said that if I keep low profile, I would be safe. But these people were waiting for me. And
the Syndicate expected it!

One of the guys nodded.
−

So I ask you – what else was the Syndicate expecting? What were your other orders?
This is important even for you. Syndicate is far away and who knows how many types
like these are around. If we want to survive and get back from here, we have to be able
depend on one another. And if you fail to mention something it could have a great cost.

−

Syndicate ordered us... — after a long pause one of mercs decided that she was right. —
Ordered to follow you. When people try to make attempt to capture and interrogate you,
our task was to intervene and interrogate them. Learn whom they are working for.

−

And that's it? — Reda pointed at Nick. — Here is the guy. We interrogated him. I don't
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know if he told us everything, but the story looks like truth. An agent arrives to the city.
Tries to get some artifacts from the Citadel. Learns about Gambling guild and tries to
gain access to their highups. And when he gets too close he's removed. Probably taken
to the Citadel. Obviously it was someone from the Gambling Guild, who pointed at him.
So. We know where the agent probably is – it the Citadel. And we know, who is responsible –
someone from the Gambling Guild. So, mission accomplished, right?
−

I guess so. — lad shrugged his shoulders.

−

You guess so? I have to know for sure! When I'll be reporting to the Syndicate I don't
want to hear: “We knew that much without you. We wanted you, for example, to learn
identity of the guy from the Guild. We also wanted you to grab some artifacts along the
way. But you haven't accomplished anything and just ran from the city.” Because after
that they’ll make me an “illustration” for sure. Stuff me and put in the city hall. Probably
with a sigh: “Reda, who crossed Syndicate's path.” — after this long monologue Reda felt
sleepy even more.

−

We had... — at last one lad said. — Another order. After we learn, who is responsible, we
due to teach them a lesson.

−

Oh, yeah? — Reda looked him in the eye. — How exactly?

−

The usual way.

−

Maybe I'm too slow now, but I don't grasp how two chaps with throwing knifes can do
“the usual way”?

−

We have other weapons... — followed elusive answer.

−

Now I got it. — maybe because of tiredness or maybe because of the picture formed in
her imagination Reda's legs gave away and she fell on the bed. — Now I got it all. I'm
going to sleep. And you have your orders.

Reda leaned back on the bed without putting off any clothes or boots. Than she thought of
something and sat straight.
−

When you dispose of the bodies, take their uniform and respirators. They'll come in
handy. It's good that you stopped the second one from escaping. Uaaa. — Reda
yawned and leaned, closing her eyes. — We will hang something on the back to hide
tear from knife and blood strains...

She fell asleep the moment she finished the phrase.
Two days later...
−

No Nick, this wouldn't do at all. What are your “sort of”, “they say”, “are rumors” mean?
Have you seen what happened there or not?!

−

I'm telling you, I saw what happened at first, then I crawled under the table. And later
crawled away, hid in the storeroom.

−

Crawled away, hid in the storeroom. — sarcastically repeated the barman, rubbing some
glass as usual. — And as a result you can tell nothing except rumors and guesses.

−

If I did not crawl away, maybe I would not be sitting here. — snarled Nick. — And you
would never even know who made Gaming Guild's main office into Hell itself. And why.

−

I suppose so. — agreed barman. — It's just weird that they took you with them.

−

They needed to know plans of the building. I was to tell them where to go. And by the
way, without me they wouldn't go far. Even at the entrance it was me, who helped them
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to pass without taking off the respirators.
−

And why they left you later?

−

When it grew hot, directions became their least concern.

−

I realize that. I just don't understand, why they let you away just like that. In their shoes,
I'd stun you and tie up. Or better just shot you dead. And, if I was a Minister of the
Ancients, used some holy stuff. Just in case.

−

Sure, you would. But apparently kind people are still exist outside of Arium.

−

And maybe they were last ones. You say, security found only two bodies?

−

Yes, those two blokes. Reda was never found.

−

Could she get away?

−

Quite unlikely. — Nick never stopped being surprised, how some people do not want to
believe the most obvious things. — You see, she didn't go with those two just for kicks.
She wanted to find the Citadel artifacts.

−

And you think she found them? — the barman was staring at Nick so hard, that his throat
became sore.

−

I do not know. — bookmaker shrugged his shoulders. — You have to understand, that
after the Unnamed appeared inside the building fate of all three of them was sealed.
They could only die, or...

−

OK! I understand all that. She is in the Citadel now. Maybe it would be better for her to
die with her henchmen. There are things inside which are worse than death.

−

Maybe you right. But I have to say that among other prisoners, she would be the one
who adapt best. I got to know her well enough. Ones like her – quickwitted, calculative,
at the same time who are ready to take risk – they are perfect stuff for the Citadel. For its
traps and contests. In short, this “adventure” gave me what I wanted – I know whom to
bet on.
***

In the reflective surface of the wall Reda was examining her mask. New one, which she got
after her second contest. Actually, there wasn't much one could do inside the “recreational
room” besides looking at oneself. All interesting stuff was happening in the labyrinths, but
naturally Reda wasn't eager to go there. Contests always will be there and to be prepared, to
think through everything was quite important. She was lucky – in the very first labyrinth she met
some Legalist, who considered his duty to explain all kind of things about the Contests to all
newcomers. She was very attentive and thus got quite a head start in the next Contest.
Thus she was able to finish it with such success. But Reda knew that the luck is quite erratic
thing. Good stripe could end anytime, so Reda was going to do everything to consolidate her
achievements.
Somewhere behind the mask Reda smiled. Perils of the Citadel, while quite exotic were not
much different from those, which she met in her line of work. So in this sense her life remained
the same. She didn't know what Syndicate was going to do about her, but it would be quite a
pain for them to get her here. In short, for Reda it wasn't the end, but just the beginning on a
new career.
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